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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes the development and analysis of the boundary value problem 
for the optimal control and trajectory of a long endurance fixed-wing unmanned aerial 
vehicle and builds on the Hybrid Tiger project done by the Center for Autonomous 
Vehicle Research at NPS. The first objective is to create a new model that relaxes the 
coordinated-turn constraints in order to create a general aircraft model that more 
realistically represents the flight in the presence of crosswind. Once this model is 
created, a boundary value problem formulation will be derived using the 
Pontryagin maximum principle to synthesize a new optimal control law that was used 
with the model and applied to long endurance aircraft. The DIDO solver and 
computational boundary value problem solvers were used to solve the boundary value 
problem. The code was then transitioned to Python in order to run more efficiently on 
a low-power computer. The optimal route-planning approach and the Hybrid Tiger is 
a general case that combines fuel cell propulsion and solar power combined with wind 
field utilization. 
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+ = Ground speed
j = Course angle, ground heading angle
k = heading
q = bank angle
W = vertical trajectory angle with respect to +
W0 = vertical trajectory angle with respect to +0
,G = x-direction of wind
,~ = y-direction of wind
,3 = z-direction of wind
J = Cost functional
H = Hamiltonian
_ = Costate
A = Area covered by Solar Panels
S = Wing surface area/Planform area
a,e = Azimuth and Elevation angle of the sun
 ?1,  ?2 = Aerodynamic constants specific to the aircraft
[B>;0A = Solar panel efficiency
[% = Propulsion efficiency
 = Polar Drag Coefficient
1.2 Introduction
This paper will develop and analyze the optimal control problem for a fixed wing airplane
with and without solar power contributions in time-varying and time-invariant wind fields.
With a capable autopilot, the aircraft dynamics can be reduced from the large six degree of
freedom dynamic equations to three first order differential equations as detailed by Beard
1
and McLain in Small Unmanned Aircraft: Theory and Practice [1]. The focus will be on 
Long Endurance vehicles where distances covered range in the 10 to 1000’s of kilometers. 
The paper will use Pontryagin’s maximum principle to develop the conditions for optimality 
and the dynamic equations for the costates. The examples in this thesis use physical attributes 
close to that of the Hybrid Tiger [2], but theoretically the code developed should work on any 
fixed wing aircraft. This thesis expands on work done by the Center for Autonomous Vehicle 
Research at NPS on the Hybrid Tiger. A number of cases will be looked at including area 
avoidance and minimum time. In addition, this thesis will look at using a slightly different 
dynamic equation for the heading angle rate from the one used in the Hybrid Tiger. The 
problem has been extensively looked at before since the 1700s with Zermelo’s Navigation 
problem [3], in which he derived the solution to find the minimum time path through sea 
currents at a fixed 'water s peed'with t he o nly c ontrol b eing t he o rientation o f t he ship. 
Other’s have looked at the short range potential such as Lawrence and Sukkarich in Wind 
Energy Based Path Planning for a Small Gliding Unmanned Aerial Vehicle [4] utilizing 
thermals in order to gain altitude and traverse without using any energy. This thesis will 
focus on long-endurance vehicles in high altitude weather where the wind patterns are more 
consistent.
1.3 Previous Work
The hybrid tiger is an autonomous Long-Endurance hydrogen and solar powered UAV 
shown in Figure 1.1 that optimizes its route using COAMPS weather data to utilize wind 
fields to find the optimal energy route. Due to the use of solar panels, the energy taken 
from the solar panels depends on the bank angle of the aircraft and the orientation of the 
sun, and would supplement the energy required from the hydrogen powered battery. The 
high altitude reduces the spontaneous wind found in surface level weather. This project 
will use a different, but possibly more accurate dynamic model. This project will also look 
at a UAV which does not use solar panels and therefore the energy cost will be entirely 
supplied by the on-board source.
2
Figure 1.1. Hybrid Tiger Vehicle
3
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CHAPTER 2:
Development of Dynamics and Cost Function
This chapter will go through the derivation of the dynamics and the assumptions used to
simplify the dynamics from the six degree-of-freedommodel. The problem task formulation
for the minimum energy solar and non-solar, and minimum time problem will be presented.
2.1 Development of Aircraft Dynamics
A full derivation of ¤k and ¤+0 in turn in the presence of wind can be found in the appendix
A.1. The derivation is based on the kinematic diagram that describes the dynamics of states
in a horizontal plane and also introduces the Wind Triangle.
Figure 2.1. Wind Triangle, taken from Small Unmanned Aircraft [1]
Here we present the main result that connects the major kinematic states with the airspeed




tan(j − k) +
+ ¤j
+0 cos (j − k)
(2.1)
5
We will assume that the aircraft is equipped with a well-tuned autopilot capable of keeping
¤+0 minimal. Because the range is extreme, the variations in airspeed are going to be
small and can be neglected. In essence, this assumption neglects the losses of energy in
the transient oscillations of +0. In windy conditions, the airspeed +0 will exhibit transients
around the optimal airspeed command, however assuming their (commanded) slow variation
the transients of airspeed are not significant and therefore neglected. In real-life however, a
gust of wind may cause the aircraft to quickly change speed, however, we will assume the
autopilot is capable of quickly regulating it to follow the commanded airspeed. Therefore,
we can substitute ¤j
¤j = 
+
tan q cos (j − k) (2.2)




The derivation is based on the one found in the textbook Small Unmanned Aircraft [1].
2.2 Dynamics
From A.2, we can easily derive the other two dynamic equations. Figure 2.1 shows that the
ground velocity is the vector sum of the air velocity plus the wind velocity. In addition, due
to the assumption that the autopilot is capable of zeroing side slip, we can assume the side
slip angle is zero, and that the G and ~ components of the air velocity are tied to the cosine
and sine of the heading angle, respectively.
¤G = +0 cosk +,G (G, ~, C)




In this formulation, the control variables are +0 and q.
6
2.3 Wind
In the examples I will use a simple wind field.
Figure 2.2. Wind Gradient
The wind field is a gradient that is only dependent on ~.
,G = 0 ∗ ~
,~ = 0
Some examples will include time varying wind in which
,G = (0 + 1 ∗ )) ∗ ~
,~ = 0
The wind gradient is used because trajectories are easily examined and we can intuitively
estimate the correct trajectory to verify the quality of the solution. For example, we would
assume that the optimal trajectory would not choose to travel in head-on wind. From a
glance, one could realize that this wind model could go to infinity and in many of the
examples, the wind speed is extremely high and unrealistic, 50-200 m/s. However, this is
useful for demonstrating the ability of the code and showing the effects of wind on the
costates and the effect of the costates on the optimal control.
7
2.4 Power required, Cost function
The power required is a function of the airspeed, air density d at a chosen altitude, and bank
angle, assuming steady level, un-accelerated flight. The analytical expression for the power
required %' is:
%' =  ?1 · +30 +  ?2 ·
1
+0 · cos2 q
(2.4)
where:
 ?1 = d( ·
>
2[?




are the characteristic constants. They depend on the aerodynamic and propulsion character-
istics of the aircraft and the flight altitude. In this work we adopt the generic characteristics
of a hybrid tiger aircraft that features  ?1 ≈ 0.05 and  ?2 ≈ 1000. For the power equation,
+0 must be in meters per second, due to the constants. Therefore when using scaled units,
the velocity must be descaled for the cost function. The expression for required power is
taken from Dobrokhodov et al [2] and can be found in the appendix A.4.
Analyzing eq. 2.4, specifically the second term, suggests a possibility of a division by
zero. However, this makes sense. If the bank angle was ± c2 , then the aircraft would not be
producing any vertical component of lift to sustain the constant altitude flight. In addition,
if the airspeed was zero, there would also be zero lift.
2.5 Solar Energy Contribution, Cost Function
In the case of the Hybrid Tiger and other solar vehicles, a part of the energy expended is
not taken from the on-board energy source. The energy extracted by the solar panels will
depend on the orientation of the plane to the sun, solar coefficient
%B>;0A = [B>;0A%B3 cos \8 =  B cos \8 (2.6)
where [B>;0A is the solar efficiency, %B3 is the solar input,  is the area of the solar panel,
and cos \8 is the incidence angle.
8
The incidence angle is dependent on the roll, pitch, and yaw angles of the aircraft. The term
cos \8 expands to:
cos \8 = sin 4 cos q − cos 4 sin q sin(0 − k) (2.7)
where 0 and 4 represent the azimuth and elevation angles respectively. Because the roll angle
q is small, the sine of the angle will be minuscule and the second term can be neglected.
cos \8 = sin 4 cos q (2.8)
If the sun is below the wing surface, then the solar panels are effectively producing no
power. Therefore,
8 5 cos \8 ≤ 0, %B>;0A = 0 (2.9)
For the solar case, the power generated by the solar panels will go directly to the propulsion
system. Therefore, we can model the total power required as:
%)>C0; = %' − %B>;0A (2.10)
This derivation of the solar energy generated is taken from the Hybrid Tiger project.
2.6 Development of Path and Control Constraints
2.6.1 Area Avoidance
In aviation, there will be areas of avoidance for airports, military bases, etc. It is convenient
to represent these areas of no-fly zones using approximate geometrical shapes with simple
analytical representation; for example a circle of radius ' centered at a specific location
(0, 1).
ℎ := ∞ ≥ (G − 0)2 + (~ − 1)2 − '2 ≥ 0
2.6.2 Straight flight
In some scenarios such as coming in for landing, straight flight is required. In addition,
straight flight is useful when comparing solutions and generally what a pilot will choose to
9
fly, even in wind. Therefore, the straight path solution gives us a benchmark to compare our
non-straight, optimal path.
ℎ := 0G + 1 − ~ = 0
where
0 =
~ 5 − ~0
G 5 − G0
1 = ~0 − 0G0
2.6.3 Max velocity
For the minimum time problem, with no cost related to velocity, the solution would be for
the velocity to be infinite. Therefore, we have to impose limits on the velocity. Aircraft will
generally have a max airspeed; in this project, I will choose a number close to the maximum
speed of the Hybrid Tiger, 24 m/s. For the minimum speed, I choose the max distance speed.
Thus,
11.891 </B < +0 < 24 </B
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2.7 Formulation of the Optimal Control Task
We combine all aspects of the problem into a task formulation which defines the optimal
control problem. The task formulation consists of the cost functional, J, the dynamics,
constraints if applicable, and the boundary conditions.
2.7.1 Minimum Energy, Non-Solar
The non-solar minimum energy task applies to most aircraft and does not use as many
assumptions as the solar case which is explained in Chapter 3.
Minimize
 [+0 (.), q(.)] =
∫ C 5
C0
( ?1 · +3 +  ?2 ·
1
+ · cos2 q
)3C
Subject to:
¤G = +0 cosk +,G (G, ~)




Area Avoidance Path Constraint:
ℎ := ∞ ≥ (G − 0)2 + (~ − 1)2 − '2 ≥ 0
Straight Flight Path Constraint:















k 5 = k
5
2.7.2 Minimum Energy, Solar
This is the main task which incorporates solar power.
Minimize
 [+0 (.), q(.)] =
∫ C 5
C0
( ?1 ·+3+ ?2 ·
1
+ · cos2 q
− B (sin 4 cos q−cos 4 sin q sin(0−k)))3C
Subject to:
¤G = +0 cosk +,G (G, ~, C)




Area Avoidance Path Constraint:
ℎ := ∞ ≥ (G − 0)2 + (~ − 1)2 − '2 ≥ 0
Straight Flight Path Constraint:
12














k 5 = k
5
2.7.3 Minimum Time
The minimum time formulation is extremely similar to the Zermelo navigation problem [3].
This problem is useful to compare to the minimum energy task.
Minimize
 [+0 (.), q(.)] = C 5
Subject to:
¤G = +0 cosk +,G (G, ~)























Solving the Boundary Value Problem
This chapter will derive the Hamiltonian and optimality conditions that the solution to the
boundary value problem must satisfy for all of the conditions. The use of canonical scaling
and designer units will be explained.
3.1 Optimality Conditions, Non-Solar Case
To verify whether the solution is the most optimal solution, the solution must pass the
optimality conditions.
3.1.1 Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of the minimum energy task can be represented as follows:










The Hamiltonian of the minimum time problem is:




Lagrangian of the Hamiltonian
For the cases with path and/or control constraints, the Lagrangian of the Hamiltonian is
necessary.
The Lagrangian of the Hamiltonian for the area avoidance case is:
̄ =  + `((G − 0)2 + (~ − 1)2) (3.3)
The Lagrangian of the Hamiltonian for the straight route case is:
̄ =  + `(0G + 1 − ~) (3.4)
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The Lagrangian of the Hamiltonian for the minimum time, max velocity problem is:
̄ =  + `(+0) (3.5)
3.1.2 Adjoint Equations
























= _G+0 sink − _~+0 cosk (3.8)
Because the wind gradient used is only dependent on y and is only in the x direction we
can cancel out terms. The derivative of _G will be zero and the derivative of _~ will be the
wind gradient constant times _G . Therefore _G will be constant and _~ will be linear. This
will also hold for the path constraint problems when ` is zero.
For the area avoidance case, we must consider the extra terms due to the path constraints,
























= _G+0 sink − _~+0 cosk
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= _G+0 sink − _~+0 cosk
3.1.3 First Order Necessary Conditions
Bank angle, q
For the minimum energy problem:
m̄
mq











Multiplying both terms by +0 cos2 q and solving for tan q gives:




This will be the same with or without path constraints.
For the minimum time problem:
m̄
mq








= (tan2 q + 1)
We can rewrite the equation as
m̄
mq
= 0 = _k

+0
(tan2 q + 1) (3.11)
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that in general case leads to the following infeasible condition:
tan q = 8 (3.12)
Thus, it is not providing anything “useful” to the optimal control for the bank angle.
However, in the specific case of time-invariant wind this equation suggests that _k = 0,∀C.
Along with the transversality condition that is identical to eq. 3.29 and the dynamics of _k
in eq. 3.6 this leads to the classical minimum time optimal heading control as follows:
_k = 0, ¤_k = 0,∀C (3.13)






For a non-constrained minimum energy problem:
m
m+0
= 0 = 3+20 ?1 −
 ?2
+20 cos2 q




Multiply all terms by +20 ,
0 = 3+40 ?1 −  ?2(tan2 q + 1) ++20 (_G cosk + _~ sink) − _k tan q
We can assume tan2 q << 1 because the bank angles will be small for efficient flight.
0 = 3+40 ?1 ++20 (_G cosk + _~ sink) − ( ?2 + _k tan q) (3.17)









Λ = _G cosk + _~ sink
Because  ?2 is 1000 and g is 9.8, we can use a magnitude analysis to neglect  tan q. And
because q is going to be small,  tan q is even smaller.
For the minimum time problem:
m
m+0
= 0 = _G cosk + _~ sink − _k

+20
tan q + ` (3.19)




11.891, if ` < 0
11.891 ≤ +0 ≤ 24, if ` = 0
24, if ` > 0
3.1.4 Path constraints
In the area avoidance problem, we know that the constraint cannot reach infinity, therefore
the upper bound is not obtainable and ` cannot be positive. Therefore the complementarity
condition looks like:
(G − 0)2 + (~ − 1)2 − '2

= 0, if ` < 0
> 0, if ` = 0
In the straight path case, the upper bound is equal to the lower bound, 0. Therefore, the
complementarity condition states that:
` = D=A4BCA82C43
19
3.1.5 Hamiltonian Value Condition
Applying the Hamiltonian value condition, we can set another boundary condition. Neither
the cost function nor the constraints depend on final time.




For the minimum time problem, the Value Condition will be different since the cost is the
final time.




3.1.6 Hamiltonian Evolution Equation
The derivative of the minimized Hamiltonian with respect to time will be equal to the







The Hamiltonian should be constant with respect to time if the wind is constant with respect













meaning the Hamiltonian will not be constant.
3.1.7 Transversality Condition
The endpoint function for the minimum energy problem looks like:
 = aGG 5 + a~~ 5 (3.24)
The endpoint function for the minimum time problem looks like:
 = C 5 + aGG 5 + a~~ 5 (3.25)
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Applying the transversality condition we can find one additional boundary condition.












The transversality conditions are the same for both problems. The only useful condition is
the last one; _k should end at zero in all cases. If we prescribe an initial and final heading,
then the last condition, eq. 3.29 changes to:




3.2 Optimality Conditions, Solar Case
A majority of the optimality conditions remain the same for the solar case, the differences
are derived below.
3.2.1 Hamiltonian
Because of the addition of the solar component to the cost function, the Hamiltonian will
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= _G+0 sink − _~+0 cosk +  B cos 4 sin q cos(0 − k)
Note that the first two adjoint equations are the same. The only adjoint equations that is
different is the k costate.
3.2.3 First Order Necessary Conditions for Optimality
Bank angle, q













+  B (sin 4 sin q + cos 4 cos q sin(0 − k))
+  B sin q(sin 4 +




Because q is going to be small, sin q ≈ tan q.
m̄
mq
= 0 = 2
 ?2
+0
tan q + _k

+0
+  B tan q(sin 4 +
cos 4 sin(0 − k)
tan q
) (3.32)
Isolating tan q and simplifying produces an optimal control law in terms of the C0=()
function:
tan q = −
_k +  (+0 cos 4 sin(0 − k)








Λ2 + 12 ?1( ?2 + _k tan q)
6 ?1
However, because tan q is a function of +0, removing tan q from the optimal airspeed
function will simplify the problem. As said in section 3.1.3, the magnitude of  tan q will be





Λ2 + 12 ?1 ?2
6 ?1
(3.34)
Figure 3.1 shows one path from a solution using eq. 3.18 and one using the simplified
version, eq. 3.34. The simplification does make a difference however the difference is small
enough to disregard in the solar case.
Figure 3.1. Non-Simplified vs. Simplified Airspeed, Blue Path is Simplified
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The extreme bank angles at the beginning and end are due to the initial and final heading
conditions that were added. The assumption that bank angles are small is still valid for the
majority of the flight.
3.3 Scaling
For small distances, the BVP can be solved in its current form. However, for large ranges,
the problem becomes ill-conditioned. Thus, scaling is used to better condition the boundary
value problem. The process redefines the problem in a new system of units which can be
arbitrarily chosen. This new problem is then solved, and the solution descaled back into the
original SI units.
3.3.1 Canonical scaling based on Distance and Nominal Velocity
The objective of this scaling is to make ranges in the new scaled problem limited to 1 and
make the ¤G and ¤~ dynamic equations scale to 1. Therefore, ! is chosen to be the distance
from the initial to the final point:
! =
√
(G 5 − G0)2 + (~ 5 − ~0)2 (</*)
Therefore, the distance covered by the scaled problem will be between 0 and 1.
The scales were chosen to make ¤G and ¤~ equations close to one by making +̃0 around 1
which could be done by making +0 close to +<8=?>|4A . For this +0 value, I chose a number
close to the aircraft’s minimum power airspeed, which was 11.891 m/s. Thus, my scale for
time was predetermined.




For example, if ! = 10000</* and+ = 11.891</B/(!*/)*), ) would be 840.97 s/TU.
I chose not to scale the angle states because it would introduce much more complexity and
the angles were already limited to small integers. The time scale is going to be the estimated
time used to travel because ! is the distance between the initial and final positions. The
mass and angle units remain kilograms and radians respectively. They can be scaled and the
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process would be the same, however, it is not necessary asmass remains the same throughout
and the angle positions are limited to the range 0 to 2c. A more detailed explanation of
the scaling and scaled BVP can be found in the appendix section A.6 for both systems of
scaling.
3.3.2 Canonical Scaling based on Nominal Velocity and Gravity
In this scaling, we want ̃ ≈ 1 and +̃0 ≈ 1. Therefore we again choose V as the nominal
velocity:
+ = 11.891 (</B)/(!*/)*)
and the acceleration scale as:
 = 9.81 (</B2)/(!*/)*2)








And the distance scale is canonically scaled as:
! = + ∗ ) = 11.891 (</B)/(!*/)*) ∗ 1.203 (B/)*) = 14.304 (</*)
All units must be scaled to the new units. The constants  ?1 and  ?2 must be scaled as
such:
 ?1 = 0.05
:
<
∗ ! = 0.716 :
*








I choose not to scale mass as it is not required. However, mass can easily be scaled by
creating a new mass unit.
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Estimated Final Time
For both solvers, an estimated final time must be provided. The estimation is going to be:




| −  |
!
The derivation for this can be found in the appendix, sec. A.9. For the distance scaling,
since ! is the Full Range, the estimated final time is always one, in time units. However, for
the gravity scaling, the estimated final time will change with the range.
3.3.3 Designer Units
The designer units change depending on the range of the problem. The greater the range,
the smaller the designer unit. The designer units for the Solar case had to be smaller than
the non-solar for the solver to run at the same range. This is likely due to the increased
complexity of the solar task. The correct designer unit cannot be too small or too large. A
designer unit that is too large will not provide any meaningful solution. Too small and the
the solution could look fine but be incorrect. Therefore, a system of choosing designer units
is required. The use of designer units is explained in the appendix A.8.
3.4 Continuation Method
The code utilizing the BVP solver uses the continuation method in order to make it feasible
for the code to solve the problem.
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Figure 3.2. Continuation Scheme
The boundary value problem solver requires an initial guess. For the first run, this guess is
going to be a straight line from the initial to the final condition with the costates at zero.
Because we know the solution for zero wind is a straight line from the initial to the final
condition. The boundary value problem is going to solve the problem with this guess and a
wind of negligible value. The solution is then used as the guess for the next run where the
wind is increased. This process is continued until the wind has reached its actual magnitude.
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Figure 3.3. Continuation Paths, Larger h Denotes Smaller Wind
As Figure 3.3 shows, the first run, ℎ = 1413, has negligible wind, therefore the path is a





This chapter will present the results given by DIDO for the various cases, including analysis
of the costates and Hamiltonian in order to verify optimality and propagation in order to
verify feasibility. The DIDO solver is a MATLAB tool created by Elissar Global [5]. The
benefit of the DIDO solver is that DIDO only requires the proper problem formulation and
nothing else; the optimal controls are produced at the output. For this reason, DIDO is used
as a starting point with which I can compare solutions that do not utilize DIDO.
4.1 DIDO Results and Analysis
4.1.1 Minimum Energy, no constraints, Non-Solar
Figure 4.1. Solution, I.C = [10000, 10000] F.C. = [0, 0]
The solution makes physical sense, the path veers towards the stronger wind in order to
spend less energy. The bank angle is extremely small as large bank angles increase the power
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required. In addition, the natural minimum power speed is 11.891. From the airspeed plot,
we can observe that the airspeed is lower when the wind is stronger and slowly increases
to its minimum power speed as the wind decreases to zero. Compared to an aircraft that
is constrained to a straight path, the optimized solution uses 2.7% less energy. The energy
savings will depend on the strength of the wind.
Figure 4.2. Propagation of the Plant States
Simulation of the plant with the control vector obtained from DIDO gives Figure 4.2. 
The control vector does not give a perfect result, the endpoint is not exactly (0, 0). 
However, the error is only 0.28%, that is small enough to consider the solution feasible. It 
should be noted that DIDO solves the scaled problem and that the propagation did not use 
the scaled dynamics.
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Figure 4.3. Costate and Hamiltonian
The costate dynamics satisfies the optimality conditions derived in section 10. _ ~ is linear 
and _G is constant as prescribed by the adjoint equations. _k ends at zero as prescribed 
by the transversality conditions. Looking at the scale of Hamiltonian, we can say that the 
Hamiltonian is constant at zero, which satisfies the Hamiltonian Evolution Equation and 
Value Condition respectively. Therefore, the solution is feasible and optimal.
Correlation between Λ and +0
Plotting Λ vs +0 in Fig. 4.4 shows that airspeed is linearly correlated to Λ. This would allow 
us to use an approximation for the airspeed based on Λ rather than use the optimal control. 
A Λ closer to zero means an airspeed closer to the minimum power speed. In addition, 
based on the Hamiltonian, eq. 3.2, Λ must be negative for the Hamiltonian to be zero. As 
expected, Figure 4.4 shows that Λ is indeed negative throughout.
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Figure 4.4. Λ and +0
4.1.2 Reversed Wind
Figure 4.5. Reversed Wind Solution
In the reversed wind case, the aircraft is fighting against the wind to reach its destination.
The path goes toward the region of smaller wind before coming left to the destination. As
the aircraft is fighting the wind, the airspeed is greater than the minimum power speed.
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Feasibility and Optimality checks can be found in the appendix. Compared to the straight
path, this solution uses 13.1% less energy. The straight path solution can be found in the
appendix.
4.1.3 Minimum Time
Figure 4.6. Minimum Time Solution
Similar to the minimum energy problem, the path veers towards the area of weaker wind
since the wind is against the desired direction. In this solution the path does not veer as
drastically since the speed is much greater, 24 m/s vs 14 m/s. As would be expected, the
aircraft moves at its maximum speed in order to reach its destination in the shortest time.
Compared to the straight path solution, this solution is 2.8% faster.
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Figure 4.7. Simulation of the Plant
The endpoint error is 0.1%. The solution can be considered feasible.
Figure 4.8. Costate and Hamiltonian
_G is constant and _~ is linear as desired. _k ends at zero and satisfies the transversality
condition. Because the Hamiltonian only varies by 0.005, we can say that the Hamiltonian
ends at -1 and is constant as desired by the HEE and HVC.
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Figure 4.9. ` vs Scaled Time
The complementarity condition states that if ` is positive, then +0 is at its upper bound. 
Because ` is always constant, the airspeed is always at its max of 24 m/s, as shown in 
Figure 4.9, satisfying the complementarity condition. All optimality conditions are 
satisfied and the solution is feasible.
4.1.4 Minimum energy with Path constraints
Figure 4.10. Solution with Area Avoidance
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The path has the characteristic curve towards the area of lesser wind prior to and after
traveling along the boundary. The path stick to the boundary as it is the area with less wind.
The other option is going all the way around the boundary. If we move the initial G0 further
to the right, at some point, the optimal route will go around the other side.
Figure 4.11. Simulation of the Plant, I.C = [10000, 10000] F.C. = [0, 0]
The path from simulating the plant slightly oversteps the boundary. In this application, the
radius of the boundary could be made larger to ensure the aircraft does not enter the area of
avoidance. The endpoint error is 1/8%.
Figure 4.12. Costates and Hamiltonian
The costate behaves as expectedwhen ` = 0;_G is constant, and_~ is linear. TheHamiltonian
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is not perfectly zero, and the range is greater than preferred.
Figure 4.13. ` vs Scaled Time
As stated in section 9, the complementarity condition states that ` will be negative when
the boundary is activated, at all other times, ` is zero. From the costate graph, we can see
that the costate dynamics changes at the time ` becomes negative, and once ` returns to
zero, the costate dynamics return to normal.
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CHAPTER 5:
Boundary Value Problem Solver
This chapter presents the results given by the ‘bvp’ solver in Python. In this chapter, both the
non-solar and solar results are shown and compared to the previously developed solutions.
Using a bvp solver is useful because the optimization code will be run on less capable CPUs,
as in the instance of the Hybrid Tiger. The DIDO solver is computationally expensive and
will not be able run fast enough on the small on-board computer. The bvp4c code from
MATLAB can be easily translated to the Python programming language, which can then be
run on a mini-computer.
5.1 Non-Solar, Minimum Energy Results
Figure 5.1. Non-solar Minimum Energy problem, Time-Varying Wind
The optimality conditions of the boundary value problem are satisfied; _G is constant, _~
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is curved due to the time-varying wind, and the Hamiltonian ends at zero. The power is
constant throughout time at the minimum power for the aircraft.
5.2 Solar, Minimum Energy Results
Figure 5.2. Solar Minimum Energy Problem
As shown by the power and energy plot in the upper right, the total energy consumed
during the flight is near zero due to the assistance of the solar panels. The problem with the
minimization is that it does not account for negative power. The power cost is minimized,
however, because power is not stored in this case, the extra energy is not used. In the future,
a constraint could be placed within the task to ensure that power will never be negative. The
wind in this example is time varying, as time increases, the wind magnitude increases. We
can see the effect of this by the movement of the trajectory towards the right.
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Figure 5.3. Solar Minimum Energy Problem, Time-Invariant Wind
The trajectory with constant wind with respect to time is symmetrical as one would in-
tuitively guess. There is a glaring problem with this solution. Doing a quick calculation,
one would recognize that the solution is much faster than shown. With around an average
ground speed of 50 m/s, the solution should take 200 seconds, slower than the 60 seconds
shown by the solution. Therefore, a time correction is necessary.
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Figure 5.4. Time Correction
The time is corrected by taking the distances along the trajectory and dividing by the ground
speed at that instance. If the corrected time matches the solution, then the graph should be a
line of slope = 1. However, we can see in the above case that corrected time is three times that
of the solution. This highlights a problem with solving for dynamic optimization, validation
and verification. The solution looks objectively correct and satisfies all the optimality
conditions.
5.3 Utilizing +0 vs + in ¤k Dynamics
The Hybrid tiger dynamics in [2] substitute + in the place of +0 in the definition of bank
angel control. Utilizing+0 instead of+, as justified in section A.3, introduces the following
modification of the airspeed and bank angle optimal controls.
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Table 5.1. Optimal Control for ¤k using +0 or +














q tan q = −_k+ (+0 cos 4 sin(0−k)2 ?2++0 B sin 4 tan q = −
+
+0
_k+ (+0 cos 4 sin(0−k)
2 ?2++0 B sin 4
However, looking at the optimal control for airspeed, the missing term is already determined
to be negligible. Thus, the only change needed to make in the solver is substituting + and
change tan q.
Figure 5.5. Using the + substitution, Time-Varying Wind
Reconstructing the time, both solutions, Figures 5.5 and 5.6 appear accurate. The ground
speed solution veers towards the left while the airspeed solution veers toward the right. In
both instances, the total energy expended is zero. In this case the better solution is the one
utilizing airspeed as it spends less time to reach its final destination.
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Figure 5.6. Using +0 with the Same Conditions for Comparison
5.3.1 Time Invariant vs Time Varying Wind
Figure 5.7. Time Invariant Wind
If the wind is kept constant, the path is symmetrical. In addition, the other states follow this
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symmetry. _~ is a straight line because the derivative of wind with respect to x and y are
now constant. Another side effect is that the plane travels further downwards as the wind
is weaker than in the time-invariant case due to the lack of time-increasing component of
wind.
5.3.2 Effect of Solar Elevation
Figure 5.8. Reducing Sun Elevation to Zero
Compared to Fig. 5.6 which uses the same conditions but instead of a sun elevation of 90
degrees, the sun elevation is zero degrees, essentially the sun is giving zero power as shown
by the power. Fig. 5.8 shows that without the sun, the path is relying on the higher wind
strength to minimize the time taken and therefore minimize the energy expended. There is
a hard spike in H and P at the very end. This is due to the Final condition placed for k.
Because the aircraft has to return to zero heading, it must make a hard turn, increasing the
power required.
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5.3.3 Numerical Proof of Optimality
The optimality of the solution can be proven by looking at other solutions close to the
original. This is done by maintaining the same trajectory but changing the airspeed and
bank angle. The time vector is recalculated to match the change in speed.
Figure 5.9. Energy of Different Trajectories, +{0A = 1 and q{0A = 0 is the
Original Solution
The lowest energy is at 1.05 times the velocity vector and zero bank angle addition. In
addition, the difference in energy expenditure between 1.03 and 1.0 times the velocity
vector is 0.17%.
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Figure 5.10. Data Tips around +{0A = 1,q{0A = 0
5.4 Python
The Python programming language has less overhead than the MATLAB language and is
able to run similar codes on simpler machines and run faster. For comparison a boundary
value problem that would take 30 seconds inMATLABwould take one second with Python,
including the reconstruction and plotting of the data.
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5.5 Designer Units
The two Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show two solutions for the same problem, but they use 
different designer units. Analysis shows that numerically the state trajectories(states and 
controls) are numerically the same, however, as predicted, the costate magnitudes are 
significantly different.
The right designer unit will keep the state and costate magnitudes within similar bounds. 
The designer unit scaling in Figure 5.11 is too small, the state values are in the hundreds 
while the costate values are in the tenths. The designer unit in 5.12 is too large, the state 
values are in the ten thousandths while the costate values are in the ten thousands. The effect 
of the designer unit is to change the magnitude of the state and costate values inversely, 
decreasing the magnitude of the state values while increasing the magnitude of the costate 
values or vice versa.
Figure 5.11. Solution, Xs & Ys = 1
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Figure 5.12. Solution, Xs & Ys = 1e6
Choosing the right designer unit is easy, once the costate and state values are known. Or
a system could be created which chooses the designer unit based on the range of G and ~
initial and final conditions.
5.5.1 Comparing DIDO and BVP solver solutions
Figure 5.13 shows the path of the DIDO solution and the bvp4c solution. The two solutions
are slightly different however the energy expenditures are similar, 11.466 Wh for the bvp4c
solution and 11.744 Wh for the DIDO solution.
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Figure 5.13. DIDO and bvp4c Solution for the Same Problem
5.5.2 Uncertainty Analysis
The weather forecast will generally contain an uncertainty model; the uncertainty of the
weather data typically increaseswith time. In the application of the energy-optimal trajectory
planning, this results in “loss” of optimality and thus higher energy expenditures.
To evaluate the “range of variation of optimal trajectory” we consider the sensitivity of the
optimal solution to a variation of wind. The objective is to numerically evaluate the size of
the “bounding tube” that encloses the “disturbed” solutions both in terms of the path and
the energy expenditures. This analysis provides a sensitivity of the optimal trajectory to the
variation of wind that can be correlated to the uncertainty associatedwith themeteorological
forecast.
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Figure 5.14. Varying Wind Speed, ± 20%
Figure 5.15. Energy Expenditure Varying Wind Speed, ± 20%
Analysis of Figure 5.15 shows that the energy needed for the stronger wind is less than 
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the energy needed for the weaker wind.
The practical utility of this approach can be understood by assigning a tolerance bound
“around” the nominal solution; this can be done either in terms of energy or the geometrical
deviation which are calculated with respect to the solution provided by a nominal wind. If
either of the tolerance bounds is exceeded by the aircraft flying the optimal nominal path,
the current solution is no longer valid and a new solution needs to be calculated.
Figure 5.16. Paths for Varying Wind, Using Same Controls
Figure 5.16 shows the paths of the UAV in nominal wind, 1.2 times, and 0.8 times the
nominal wind. This shows how the uncertainty of the wind will affect the final destination
of the aircraft flying the nominal optimal control. The interpretation of this result is straight-
forward, if the final condition (or at the instance along the trajectory) is too far from the
desired, the operator may want a recalculation or new weather forecast. Since the control
vector and time vector are the same, the energy expenditure is going to be the same since
the energy expenditure as outlined by the cost function is mainly a function of the control
variables.
The tolerance bound should be correlated to the uncertainty metric associated with the
weather forecast that is always given with reference to the universal time. The bound can
be represented by a function of time so that it naturally captures the uncertainty along the
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nominal trajectory. The specific approach of this assignment is out of the scope of this thesis
and certainly can be addressed in future work.
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Optimal flight planning has the ability to significantly improve the energy efficiency of
fixed-wing systems and, as a byproduct, also improve the time taken to reach its destination.
Theoretically this code could apply to any fixed wing aircraft since the only parts which
are aircraft/situation specific are the two constants  %1 and  %2. There are significant
problems with the current code, specifically inability to account for lack of energy storage
on the aircraft and verification of the solution. However, once those issues are resolved,
the optimization process has the ability to both save energy and time but also increase the
capabilities of current aircraft, such as the Hybrid Tiger.
6.1 Future Work
6.1.1 Constraints on Power
A constraint can be set on the controls to ensure that power is never negative, thereby
utilizing all solar energy.
ℎ :=  ?1 · +3 +  ?2 ·
1
+ · cos2 q
−  B cos \8 ≥ 0 (6.1)
Future work would include this constraint into the boundary value problem requiring the
use of ` in the boundary value problem solver.
6.1.2 Solution Verification
As mentioned in sec. 5.5, selection of the best designer units and verification of a solution
is dependent on a number of factors. Future work should include creating a system to best
determine whether a solution is correct and optimal. One possible system is one which starts
with a designer unit of 1e-3 and looks at the aforementioned criteria. If the criteria are not
met, then the designer unit is reduced by a factor of 10 and re-solved. This continues until
the criteria are satisfied.
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6.1.3 Simplification of control equations
Simplifying the optimal airspeed and bank angle equations might allow the solver to run
faster and more robustly.
6.1.4 Addition of the vertical z-state
The addition of the z-axis would mean the addition of one or two more dynamic equations
which would cause the boundary value problem to be more complicated. In addition, the
power required for vertical movement will change the cost function. However, if possible,
the addition of the vertical state would increase the applicability of the code.
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APPENDIX:
A.1 Dynamics of ¤+0, ¤+, ¤j, and ¤k in a Horizontal Turn
The presence of wind makes the dynamics of turning of a fixed-wing aircraft more complex.
Specifically, the dynamics of the +0, +, j and k might be significantly different from those
in ‘no-wind’ conditions. The issue can be be addressed by considering the summation of
the airspeed and wind vectors that form a so-called ‘wind triangle’. We can express the wind
triangle in inertial coordinates as such:
+
©­­«
cos j cos W













By differentiating both sides we get:©­­«
cos j cos W −+ sin j cos W −+ cos j sin W
sin j cos W + cos j cos W −+ sin j sin W








cosk cos W0 −+0 sink cos W0 −+0 cosk sin W0
sink cos W0 +0 cosk cos W0 −+0 sink sin W0







For the horizontal turn task, we assume constant altitude, and no vertical component of
wind. Thus, W, W0, ¤W, ¤W0, |3 = 0.




tan(j − k) +
+ ¤j
+0 cos (j − k)
(A.3)
Assuming that onboard autopilot is sufficiently fast and keeps the +0 constant, then after
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The significance of this result is in proving that, for a long duration flight of a fixed-wing
UAV with an onboard autopilot, the simplifying assumption of the coordinated turn is still
applicable. In short, relying on the fast onboard autopilot allows to neglect the short transient
intervals when the airspeed +0 varies due to the stochastic nature of wind.
Solving eq.A.2 with respect to ¤+0 gives:
¤+0 = ¤+ cos (j − k) −+ ¤j sin (j − k) (A.5)
With the assumption of ¤+0 ≈ 0 this leads to the explicit dynamics of the speed over ground
+:
¤+ = + ¤j tan (j − k) (A.6)
Analysis of eq.A.6 suggests that in no-wind conditions when j = k, see eq.A.1, the
tan (j − k) = 0 and, as expected, ¤+ = 0.
A.2 ¤j Proof
To hold a turn of constant radius, the inward component of lift must balance with the
centripetal force .




With our assumptions, W = 0 but we will see that the derived equation works for any W. We






;8 5 C sin q cos (j − k) = <(+ cos W)l (A.9)
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Here the radial velocity is equal to the lateral component of ground velocity and the angle
through which the body turns is the course angle so:
;8 5 C sin q cos (j − k) = <(+ cos W) ¤j (A.10)
Now we assume the plane maintains constant altitude, therefore the vertical component of
lift and gravity are equal.
;8 5 C cos q = < cos W (A.11)
Combining equation A.10 and A.11, we get:
¤j = 
+
tan q cos (j − k) (A.12)
This equation works for any W, but in our case, using our assumptions, we assume it to be
zero.
A.3 ¤k Derivation
From eq. A.2 we get:
¤+ cos j cos W −+ ¤j sin j cos W −+ ¤W cos j sin W =
¤+0 cosk cos W0 −+0 ¤k sink cos W0 −+0 ¤W0 cosk sin W0
and
¤+ sin j cos W −+ ¤j cos j cos W −+ ¤W sin j sin W =
¤+0 sink cos W0 −+0 ¤k cosk cos W0 −+0 ¤W0 sink sin W0
With the constant altitude and zero verticalwind assumptions it follows that W, W0, ¤W, ¤W0, |3 =
0. Therefore, the above equations become:
¤+ cos j −+ ¤j sin j = ¤+0 cosk −+0 ¤k sink (A.13)
and
¤+ sin j −+ ¤j cos j = ¤+0 sink −+0 ¤k cosk (A.14)
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Isolating ¤+ from eq. A.13 gives:
¤+ =
¤+0 cosk −+0 ¤k sink
cos j
++ ¤j tan j (A.16)
plugging into the ¤k
¤k = sin j
+0 cos j
(
¤+0 cosk −+0 ¤k sin j
cos j
++ ¤j tan j) +









tan j − ¤k tan j tank +
+ sin j tan j
+0 cosk
¤j +






¤k(1 + tan j tank) =
¤+0
+0
(tan j − tank) +






tan j − tank
(1 + tan j tank) + ¤j
+
+0
(sin j tan j + cos j)
cosk(tan j − tank) (A.20)
Using the trig identity:
tan(j − k) = tan j − tank
1 + tan j tank (A.21)
The first term of eq. 41 becomes
¤+0
+0
tan(j − k) (A.22)
If we multiply both sides of the second term by cos j and use the following trig identity
cos(j − k) = cos j cosk + sin j sink (A.23)
the second term becomes
+ ¤j
+0
sin2 j + cos2 j










tan(j − k) +
+ ¤j
+0 cos (j − k)
(A.25)
In sec 2.1 we assume that ¤+0 << tan(j − k), that allows neglecting the first term in A.25.
A.4 %' Derivation
For steady-level flight, the lift coefficient must be:
! =
2<
d+2( · cos q
(A.26)
Thrust is equal to drag, which is:
) =  =
1
2
·  · d+2( (A.27)
Using the quadratic drag polar, we can rewrite  as
 = 0 +  · 2!;  =
1
c · ' · 4 (A.28)
where 4 is the Oswald efficiency factor.





0 +  · 2!
2[?A>?
(A.29)
Expanding and substituting eq. A.26 for ! gives:
%' = d( ·
0
2[?A>?






We can combine constants to simplify eq. A.30 to






 ?1 = d( ·
>
2[?A>?






A.5.1 Starting in a headwind
This result shows the aircraft starting in a strong headwind. As one would intuitively guess,
the aircraft travels downwards to escape the headwinds and then further down to utilize the
tailwinds.
Figure A.1. Starting in a Headwind
A.5.2 Going Backward
The initial and final heading are both zero, which is opposite the direction of the final
destination.
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Figure A.2. Going Backwards
A.5.3 Long Range, 10,000 km
This result shows that the code works for extremely large ranges. However, to create a 
nice solution, wind magnitude had to decreased significantly, although was shown by 
Figure A.3 the wind is still a large contributor of ground speed. In addition, the 
discretization had to be increased by 10X.
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Figure A.3. Long Range Solution
A.6 Scaling and the Scaled BVP
The optimal control problem formulated in chapter 2 is in SI units. If we wanted to formulate
the problem into imperial units, scaling factors would be applied and the solution would
be the same. Descaling the solution back into SI units would create the same solution as
solving the problem in SI units. Therefore, we can create our own system of units to scale
the problem.
A.6.1 Distance Scaling
As stated before, the objective of Distance scaling is to keep the range of the distance in the
new scaled BVP within 0 to 1 for x and y. Therefore, we choose the distance scale based on
the range of the problem.
B20;4 = | −  | <4C4AB/*, 1 * = | −  | <4C4AB
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The other objective is to have the magnitude of the ¤G and ¤~ dynamic equations be around
1. Thus we choose the velocity scale to be the nominal speed of the aircraft, in the hybrid
tiger case, 11.891 </B.
+B20;4 = 11.891
</B









Using this relation, the time scale is:
)B20;4 =





The objective here is to make the ¤k dynamic equation coefficients be close to 1. Therefore,




, 1 * = 9.81 </B2
The velocity scale remains the same.
+B20;4 = 11.891
</B
*/)* , 1 +* = 11.891 </B














And the distance scale is related to the velocity and time scale by:
B20;4 = +B20;4 · )B20;4 =
<
*
A.6.3 The Scaled BVP
To create the new BVP we must scale all constants to the new units and rewrite the Task
Formulation in terms of the new units.
 ?1 = 0.05
:
<
∗ B20;4 = 0.716
:
*





















Boundary conditions must also be scaled, specifically x and y boundary conditions. Angles
can be scaled, however, I chose not to therefore no scaling is required for k.
Wind is a function of the position in meters and time in seconds. As a result, the respective
states must be descaled when input to the wind function. In addition, the output of the wind
function is in meters per second, therefore, it must be scaled into our new units using+B20;4.
A.7 Formulation of the Optimal Control Task
We combine all aspects of the problem into a task formulation which defines the optimal
control problem. The task formulation consists of the cost functional, J, the dynamics,
constraints if applicable, and the boundary conditions. A ˜ denotes the scaled version.
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Minimize
 [+0 (.), q(.)] =
∫ C 5
C0
( ̃?1 ·+̃30 + ̃?2 ·
1
+̃0 · cos2 q
− ̃B (sin 4 cos q−cos 4 sin q sin(0−k)))3C
Subject to:
¤̃G = +̃0 cosk +
,G (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
+B20;4
¤̃~ = +̃0 sink +


















k 5 = k
5
A.7.1 New Scaled BVP
We create the Boundary Value Problem the same way as before with the new task for-
























m,G (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
mG
+_~·
m,~ (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
mG
)
Because the distance scale over the velocity scale is just the time scale, it can be rewritten
as:
¤̃_G = −)B20;4 (_̃G ·
m,G (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
mG
+_̃~·
m,~ (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
mG
)
The equation for ¤̃_~ will look similar:
¤̃_~ = −)B20;4 (_̃G ·
m,G (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
m~
+_̃~·
m,~ (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
m~
)




Λ2 + 12 ̃?1( ̃?2 + _k ̃ tan q)
6 ̃?1
where
Λ̃ = _̃G · cosk + _̃~ · sink
The velocity here is scaled.
The bank angle will be
tan q = −
_̃k ̃
2 ̃?2
Note that the bank angle here is in radians.
A.7.2 Processing Results
Results will be scaled and need to be descaled. We simply invert the scale.
For airspeed,
+0 = +̃0 · +B20;4
For x and y
G = G̃ · B20;4, ~ = ~̃ · B20;4
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Finally time,
C = C̃ · )B20;4
Notice we do not have to touch q or k since they were not scaled.
A.8 Designer Units
After scaling, the problem may still be ill-conditioned. Thus, designer units are used to
separately scale states and costates.
¤̃GB = ¤̃G/-B (A.33)
The designer unit scaling will change the magnitude of the states and costates inversely.
With designer units, the dynamic equations look like
¤̃GB = (+̃0 cosk +
,G (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
+B20;4
)/-B
¤̃~B = (+̃0 sink +
,~ (B20;4 · G̃, B20;4 · ~̃, )B20;4 · C̃)
+̃B20;4
)/.B
The subscript s denotes scaling with designer units. Again, k is not scaled due to the natural
restriction on its magnitude. However, one could scale k if desired. Boundary conditions
must also be scaled accordingly
G0 = G
0/B20;4/-B




~ 5 = ~
5 /B20;4/.B
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A.8.1 Affect on the BVP





















The equation can be rewritten as
¤̃_G = −)B20;4 (_̃G ·

















+  ̃B cos 4 sin q cos(0 − k) (A.34)







The optimal control for bank angle will be the same.
A.9 Ĉ 5 Derivation
The estimated final time Ĉ 5 is going to be the Full range divided by the nominal velocity.











changing the estimated final to time units gives








since + is equal to +=><8=0; in both scaling, the est. final time is:







1 function XDOT = milestonefour_dyn(primal)
2 [ x, y, psi, phi,va, t, ...
3 x0, y0, t0, xf, yf, tf, ...
4 g, vscale, Xs, Ys, Chis, D,T] ...
5 = milestonefour_preamble(primal);
6
7 h=100; %Wind scale
8 Vw = 2.2; %Wind strength
9 Sc = 1e−2;
10 x2 = x*Xs*D; %Descale into meters
11 y2 = y*Ys*D; %Descale into meters
12 % [Wx,Wy,J] = wind_m(Vw,h,x2,y2); %time−invariant wind
13 [Wx,Wy,J] = wind_m2(Vw,h,Sc,x2,y2,T*t);
14 %=======================================================
15 % Equations of Motion:
16 %=======================================================
17 xdot = (va.*cos(psi)+Wx/vscale)/Xs;
18 ydot = (va.*sin(psi)+Wy/vscale)/Ys;
19 psidot = T*g*tan(phi)./va;
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20 %======================================================










7 % DEFINING THE PROBLEM
8 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%\
9 IC = [−10000 0]; %meters
10 FC = [0 0];
11 D = sqrt((IC(1:2)−FC(1:2))*(IC(1:2)−FC(1:2))');
12 g = 9.81;
13 vnom = 11.89;
14 T = D/vnom;
15 Tmax = 30;
16 tfMax = .9;




21 Xs = .06;
22 Ys = .06;
23 Chis = 1;
24
25
26 % Problem states are (h, v, m); control is T
27
28 %−−−−−−−−






34 search.controls = [−pi/64, pi/64; %phi




39 % Step 3: % Supply the boundary conditions using bounds.events
40 %−−−−−−−−
41
42 x0 = IC(1)/D/Xs; y0 = IC(2)/D/Ys; % initial conditions
43 xf = FC(1)/D/Xs; yf = FC(2)/D/Ys; % ...
boundary condition
44
45 search.states = [ x0, xf; % x
46 −3, 3; % y
47 −0.5*pi, .5*pi]; % chi
48
49 bounds.events = [x0, x0; % This goes hand−in−hand ...
with the







57 % Step 4: % Set up the initial and final time conditions
58 %−−−−−−−−
59
60 bounds.initial.time = [0, 0]; % t0 = 0
61 bounds.final.time = [0, 3]; % tf is free (expect tf < tfMax)
62
63
64 % bounds.path = [0,999999]; % Case 1
65 % bounds.path = [0,0]; % Case 2
66 % bounds.path = [−9999,0]; % Case 3
67 % bounds.path = [0,24]; % Mintime
68 % bounds.path = [0,24;




72 % Step 5: % Set up the problem constants
73 %−−−−−−−−
74
75 constants.g = g; % g
76 constants.vscale = vscale;
77 constants.Xs = Xs;
78 constants.Ys = Ys;
79 constants.Chis = Chis;
80 constants.D = D;




85 % Step 6: % Define the problem using DIDO expressions
86 %−−−−−−−−
87
88 final.cost = 'milestonefour_cost';
89 final.dynamics = 'milestonefour_dyn';
90 final.events = 'milestonefour_events';
91 % final.path = 'milestonefour_path';
92 final.bounds = bounds;
93 final.search = search;




98 % Step 7: % Check your problem formulation (part of DIDO Doctor














111 algorithm.nodes = 70;
112
113 tic





119 % Step 9 % Process outputs
120 %−−−−−−−
121
122 % 1. Begin with primal
123
124
125 [ x, y, psi, phi,va, t, ...
126 x0, y0, t0, xf, yf, tf, ...
127 g, vscale, Xs, Ys, Chis, D,T] ...
128 = milestonefour_preamble(primal);
129
130 lambda_x = dual.dynamics(1,:);
131 lambda_y = dual.dynamics(2,:);
132 lambda_psi = dual.dynamics(3,:);
133 H = dual.Hamiltonian;
134 gamma = lambda_x.*cos(psi)+lambda_y.*sin(psi);
A.10.2 bvp4c script
1 function sol = minTV_scalednew2_rescale(solver, UAV, SUN, WIND, ...
discretization, sol)
2 % BVP solver function
3 % Based off the code written by Professor Dobrokhodov for the ...
Hybrid tiger
4 % Written by ENS Shawn Lee, USN 2021
5 % if solver not specified, use bvp4c
6 if nargin < 4
7 solver = 'bvp4c';
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8 end
9 bvpsolver = fcnchk(solver);
10 % Parameters of the task
11 g = 9.815; % gravity
12
13 % Energy characterization:: do not include V
14 Kp1 = UAV.Kp(1);% Pout coefficient
15 Kp2 = UAV.Kp(2);% Pout coefficient
16 Ks = UAV.Ks;% solar constant
17
18 %sun position
19 azmth = SUN.azmth;
20 elev = SUN.elev;
21 SE = sin(elev);
22 CE = cos(elev);
23
24 V = UAV.V; % nominal airspeed of the vehicle
25 % create scales based off of gravity and minimum power speed
26 Ts = V/g;
27 D_scale = V*Ts;
28
29 % Rescale coefficients according to the units
30 Kp1s = Kp1*D_scale;
31 Kp2s = Kp2/(V^3)*Ts;
32 Kss = Ks/(V^2)*Ts;
33
34 % Boundary conditions: position and body heading angle {Px, Py, Head}
35 IC = UAV.BC.IC;
36 FiC = UAV.BC.FiC;
37
38 % wind profile
39 Vw = WIND.Vw; % wind scale
40 h = WIND.h; % wind profile gradient
41 Sc = WIND.Sc; % time−varying wind scale
42 % estimates of time
43
44 D = sqrt((IC(1:2)−FiC(1:2))*(IC(1:2)−FiC(1:2))');
45 % Tf is an unknown parameter, but t_f=1 after scaling, thus ...
T_scale is the scaling factor
46
77
47 discr = discretization; %discretization level: use 10 for V=2; ...
use 20 for V=0.02
48 %Estimated final time
49 tf = D/D_scale;
50 %% task scaling
51 Vm = V; % commanded airspeed is constant
52 % Designer units
53 Xs = 1e2;
54 Ys = 1e2;
55 % Rescale distances to new units
56 IC(1:2) = IC(1:2)/D_scale;
57 FiC(1:2) = FiC(1:2)/D_scale;
58
59 % Apply Designer Unit
60 IC(1)= IC(1)/Xs;
61 IC(2)= IC(2)/Ys;
62 FiC(1) = FiC(1)/Xs;
63 FiC(2) = FiC(2)/Ys;
64
65 % Rescale gravity to new units
66 g = g*Ts^2/D_scale;
67
68
69 %% Setting up the solver
70 options = bvpset('Stats','on');
71 if ¬exist('sol','var')
72 sol = bvpinit(linspace(0,tf,discr),@enginit,Ts); %% time is ...
scaled, thus tf=1T_scale
73 % sol = bvpinit(linspace(0,tf,discr),@enginit,0.1*tf); %% ...
time is scaled, thus tf=1
74 end
75 tic;
76 sol = bvpsolver(@engode,@engbc,sol,options);
77 CPU_time = toc;
78
79 %% packing the result
80 sol.CPU_time = CPU_time;
81 sol.WIND = [WIND.Vw WIND.h WIND.Sc];
82 sol.Kp = [Kp1 Kp2];
83 sol.discr = discretization;
78
84 sol.BC = UAV.BC;
85 sol.XsYs = [Xs Ys];
86 sol.SUN = [azmth elev];
87 % ...
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−






94 function dydx = engode(t,y,T)
95
96 % y(1) − Px % y(2) − Py
97 % y(3) − hx % y(4) − hy
98 % y(5) − psi % y(6) − h_psi
99 %−−−−−−−−−−−−− BEGIN CODE −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
100 % call wind function
101 Az = azmth−y(5);
102 [Wx,Wy,J] = wind_m( Vw,h,Sc, ...
D_scale*Xs*y(1),D_scale*Xs*y(2),t*T);
103 %controls
104 gamma = y(3)*cos(y(5))/Xs+y(4)*sin(y(5))/Ys;
105 % gamma = y(3)*cos(y(5))+y(4)*sin(y(5));
106
107 Vasq = (sqrt(gamma^2+12*Kp1s*(Kp2s))−gamma)/(6*Kp1s);
108 Va = sqrt(Vasq);




113 % Equations of Motion:
114 %=======================================================
115 xdot = (Va*cos(y(5))+Wx/Vm)/Xs;
116 ydot = (Va*sin(y(5))+Wy/Vm)/Ys;
117
118 psidot = g*tan_phi/Va;
119 %costate eq.
120 dxh = (−y(3)*Ts*J(1,1)−y(4)*Ts*J(2,1));
121 dyh = (−y(3)*Ts*J(1,2)−y(4)*Ts*J(2,2));
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131 function res = engbc(ya,yb,T)
132 % y(1) − Px % y(2) − Py
133 % y(3) − hx % y(4) − hy
134 % y(5) − psi % y(6) − h_psi
135 %−−−−−−−−−−−−− BEGIN CODE −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
136 Az = azmth−yb(5);
137 % call the wind function
138 [Wx,Wy,¬] = wind_m( ...
Vw,h,Sc,D_scale*Xs*yb(1),D_scale*Ys*yb(2),tf*T);
139 % airspeed to fly
140
141 gamma = yb(3)/Xs*cos(yb(5))+yb(4)/Ys*sin(yb(5));
142 % gamma = yb(3)*cos(yb(5))+yb(4)*sin(yb(5));
143 Vasq = (sqrt(gamma^2+12*Kp1s*(Kp2s))−gamma)/(6*Kp1s);
144 Va = sqrt(Vasq);
145 tan_phi = −(yb(6)*g+Va*Kss*CE*sin(Az))/(2*Kp2s+Va*Kss*SE);
146
147 dx = (Va*cos(yb(5))+Wx/Vm)/Xs;
148 dy = (Va*sin(yb(5))+Wy/Vm)/Ys;
149 psidot = g*tan_phi/(Va);
150
151 bank = atan(tan_phi); % synthesysed control law
152 cos_phi = cos(bank);
153 cos_i = cos(bank)*SE−sin(bank)*CE*sin(Az);
154




158 res = [
159 yb(1) − FiC(1)
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160 yb(2) − FiC(2)
161 ya(1) − IC(1)
162 ya(2) − IC(2)
163 ya(5) − IC(3)





169 function yinit = enginit(x)
170 %−−−−−−−−−−−−− BEGIN CODE −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
171 % y(1) − Px % y(2) − Py
172 % y(3) − hx % y(4) − hy
173 % y(5) − psi % y(6) − h_psi
174 % head_init = atan2(FiC(2)−IC(2),FiC(1)−IC(1));










1 %% Main script for the Optimal trajectory and control of a UAV ...
with solar power
2 % Scaling is based on gravity and the minimum power speed for the ...
aircraft
3 % Based off of the code written by Professor V. Dobrokhodov for ...
the hybrid
4 % tiger





9 %% Task setup
10 g = 9.815; % gravity
11 % Energy characterization:: do not include V
12 Kp1 = 0.05;
13 Kp2 = 1000;
14 UAV.Kp(1) = Kp1;% Pout coefficient
15 UAV.Kp(2) = Kp2;% Pout coefficient
16 UAV.Ks = 1.8705*642.9361*0.9604*0.205;
17
18 UAV.FC1 = 4.25e−5;
19 UAV.FC2 = 3.77e−2;
20 UAV.FC3 = 1.15;
21
22
23 UAV.V = sqrt(sqrt(Kp2/Kp1)); % nominal airspeed of the vehicle
24
25 % Boundary conditions: position and body heading angle {Px, Py, Head}
26 UAV.BC.IC = [−100000. 0 0.0/57.3];
27 UAV.BC.FiC = [0.0 0.0 0.0/57.3];
28
29 % sun position
30 SUN.azmth = 0/57.3;
31 SUN.elev = 0/57.3;
32
33 % wind
34 WIND.Vw = 2.2; % wind scale
35 WIND.h = 1e14; % wind profile gradient at first step
36 WIND.Sc = 1e−5; %time−varying wind scale
37 %discretization
38 discr = 4000; %discretization level
39
40 % set parameters of the solver
41 solver = 'bvp5c';
42 options = bvpset('RelTol',1e−4,'AbsTol',2e−6,'Stats','on');
43
44 %% Call the solver in "continuation" manner
45 % sol = minT_bvp_scaled('bvp5c', UAV, SUN, WIND, discr);
46 sol = minTV_scalednew2_rescale('bvp5c', UAV, SUN, WIND, discr);
47
48 % save CPU timem of first step
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64 WIND.h = WIND.h/10 % wind profile gradient
65 sol = minTV_scalednew2_rescale(solver, UAV, SUN, WIND, discr, ...
sol);




70 sol.CPU_time = CPU_time_1;
71 sol.name = 'minTimeScaledNonAutonomous';
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